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Abstract
Information sharing is the main task of designing the most Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs). However, determining a degree of
the trustworthiness for the receiving information is still a big challenge. This paper tries to bridge social networks with vehicular networks to utilize the social relationships among vehicles in increasing the trust level of information. While vehicles are immigrating to the
next smart generation, considering vehicles as social objects may be justifiable. Indeed, due to advanced technologies vehicles can wirelessly contact with each other. Moreover, a level of intelligence those vehicles have easies the task of making decisions. The suggested
method, firstly, gathers vehicles in permanent vehicular social groups (formal groups) depending on their social behavior and temporary
vehicular social groups (casual groups) depending on the direction and the communication range. This grouping process assumes that
vehicles in a formal group are tied with the strong social relationship. On the other hand, a casual group may consist of vehicles from
different formal groups. When the source of information which is a vehicle that detects an event, shares a piece of information (the event),
all members of its formal group can vote for this information. So, the trustworthiness degree of the shared information will be increased
depending on the number of its votes. It means that the high number of votes the high level of trust. Eventually, each piece of information would be adopted when trusting votes of this information exceed a specific threshold. The results will discuss the main factors
that affect the suggested method.
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1. Introduction
Several papers have been published to improve the transportation
systems by designing Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs).
Advanced technologies encourage researchers to pay attention for
developing intelligent transportation systems where vehicles,
nowadays, have reasons to be smart objects. Indeed, they can
communicate with each other and communicate with the roadside
unites. Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle to road side (V2R), and
(R2R) are the main forms of the communications in VANETs [1].
Moreover, vehicles have some intelligence due to having CPU and
memory. So, this feature makes vehicles able to make decisions
and store their experience. In this context, it has been argued that
vehicles can be considered as social objects as long as they can
behave as smart objects. On the other side, Information diffusion
is a main task for which the most VANETs are designed. Each
vehicle which detects an event can share a piece of information
about that event with others. There are four types of receiving
messages in VANETS. The most well-known type is warning
messages. These messages include information related to avoid
the critical emergences for example traffic jam, natural disaster.
The second type is that information which is used in entertainment
applications when passengers share videos or games with each
other during traveling. The third one is routing massages that are
used in routing packets in VANETs such as source ID, position,
direction and etc. the last type is related to recommendation systems, when vehicles recommend for example a gas station or a
restaurant for other vehicles.

However, ensuring trusting messages is still a big issue that needs
to be considered [2]. Evaluating the quality of the receiving messages may increase the compromise of the entire network. This
process is to avoid false messages that sent by malicious vehicles.
In this direction, this paper suggests creating social friendships
among vehicles to strengthen their ties. Nonetheless, there are
some research questions that need to be addressed to have a clear
picture. Firstly, how vehicles can be gathered in social groups
needs to be brought to light. Then, there is a need to explain how
those social groups of vehicles will contribute to solve the problem of trust management in VANETs.
This paper is arranged in several sections as well as the introduction. The next section is dedicated to discuss the project’s society
impact and motivations. The third section is to survey the most
literatures that have been done so far. This section is divided into
two main subsections. The first one is related to works that have
been linking Social Networks (SNs) and Vehicular Networks
(VNs) whereas the second one is to review the most methods of
managing trust in VANETs. The suggested methods and algorithms will be explained in the fourth section. A new research
direction Vehicular Social Networks (VSNs), which is suggested
to contribute in solving the problem of trust management in
VANETs, will be highlighted in this section. The fifth section is to
show and analyze the obtained results. Eventually, all nutshells of
this project will be summarizes in the last section it is named conclusions.
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2. Aims and challenges of the project
Since it is Internet of Things (IoTs) era, cities have been going to
be smart. One of the most subclass of IoTs is Internet of Vehicles
(IoVs) [3]. The communications of smart vehicles contribute in
improving the transportation systems. They are undergoing a qualitative leap due to advanced technologies. Therefore, utilizing this
scenario attracts researcher’s attention to develop the intelligent
transportation systems (ITSs). One of the most issues in this research direction is how to trust receiving messages in VANETs [4].
However, modeling trust management in VANETS may present
several unique challenges [5]. Indeed, due to some features of
VANETs, managing trust for such networks may be difficult task.
One of the most constraints that make this task not easy is high
mobility of VANETs. Vehicles are roaming around with high
speed particularly in highway scenario. In the context of real time
application, this rapidly change in topology of the network may
make the reacting time to an imminent situation a critical time.
Another issue may emerge which is related to the fact that
VANET is a very large network. Especially at the urban scenario
where number of peers in such these networks may exceed thousands. In peak time as rush hours this number may exacerbate.
This high number of peers causes the network congestion when
the peers compete to have a communication channel. Therefore
there is a real need to design an intelligent and scalable communication system to overcome this challenge. Further, due to decentralization that characterizes VANETs there is no guarantee to
communicate with the same vehicle in the next time. So there is
much suspicion, in decentralized networks, to decide which peer
to trust. The last challenge is related to the information nature of
such these networks. In VANETs, a piece of information is not
valid for long time. For example, a road may be free fifteen
minutes ago but it is busy now. It means information in VANEs
may be expired and this brings to light an important challenge that
is how to evaluate information in a particular context. These challenges previously mentioned need to be addressed when trusted
management for VANETs is modelled.
This paper tries using the concepts of SNs to solve trust management issue in VANETs. By creating friendships among vehicles
the trustworthiness degree will be increased. Vehicles that behave
a similar behavior can be grouped in permanent social groups.
This social grouping process may facilitate verifying a piece of
information. Vehicles that know the source of information can
vote behalf this information. Combining both SNs and VNs leads
to emerge a new promising research field which is Vehicular Social Network (VSN) [6]. Many Novel applications of VSNs can be
derived from VNs applications and have a significant impact on
society and the transportation systems. Fig 1 shows the most applications of VSNs.
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Fig. 1: Applications of VSNS.

3. Literature review
Even though there are several literatures have bridged SNs and
VNs, this paper presents a new model to link them to increase the
trustworthiness degree For VANETs. Moreover, it suggests a way
to gather vehicles in social groups to strengthen the social ties
among vehicles. In the next subsections, the most related works
will be brought to light.

3.1. Bridging SNs and VNs
The entire document should be in Times New Roman. The font
sizes to be used are specified in Table 1.
Many papers have argued that linking SNs and VNs may have
positive effect on improving VANETs. Security and privacy challenges are discussed in [7] utilizing the viewpoint of SNs. On the
other hand, a new novel scheme has been suggested in [8] to overcome oversampling and cascading problems.
A new video sharing method has been presented in [9] to enable
commuters in spreading their videos during traveling. Recommendation systems also have been discussed exploiting concepts of
SNs. In the similar context, authors in [10] have proposed a recommendation system for joining passengers with their friends
while trip. Besides, Analyzing Topologies of Wireless Sensors
Networks (WSNs) and VNs has been presented in [11] using centrality metrics.

Table 1: Related Works to Bridge SNS and VNS
Videos
Managing trustworthiness
Recommendation systems
diffusion

Controlling topologies
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3.2. Trusted management for VANETS
There is no clear definition for trust in networks [4], even though
the term of trust has been borrowed from social sciences. However,
in the field of mobile networks researchers have used the trust to
enhance the security of those networks. Because of lack of centralization, VANETs are difficult to be secured using traditional security mechanisms [4]. So there is a need to highlight new tech-
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niques to improve the security in VANETs. A new trust model has
been suggested in [12] to help a normal node to select a right
choice and to avoid harmful vehicles. Providing a reliable safe
traffic has been presented in [13] by designing a trust model. According to the previous sources, trusted management can be classified into three types. These are data centric, entity centric, and
hybrid. The first type considers that data is the main object of the
trust model.in such these models, the main task is to focus on data
instead of entities. In these types of models, evaluating the re-
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ceived information is required to give a trust level for each piece
of received information [14]. On the other hand, entity centric
types focus on trustworthiness of peers (vehicles). In such these
models, historical information about the senders (vehicles) is
needed to achieve the goals. Due to high mobility such this information could be difficult to collect. Moreover, measuring trustworthiness of data is still a challenge even if the sender is trust-
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worthy [14]. For this reason, focusing on both data and entity is
desired to have high level of trust. Therefore, hybrid models have
been suggested for this purpose [15].
To summarize the models of trusts in VANETs, table 2 includes
the most related works and the techniques used in each.
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4. Methodologies and implementation
4.1. Modelling mobility of VSNs
Since VANETs are complex and multi-agent systems [22], modelling mobility for such these systems need to be carefully considered. Complex Agent Network (CAN) is a term which combines
both Agent Based Model (ABM) and Complex Network (CN)
[23]. ABM can model the interaction among vehicles and other
agents such as traffic lights and Road Side Units (RSUs). The
latter agent is added to improve the connectivity of the network
[24]. On the other hand, CN can give a clear picture to the all social groups of the entire network [23]. So, it is believed that combination of both ABM and CN may precisely model mobility of
VSNs. For this reason, this paper model the interactions of agents
(vehicles, RSUs, and Traffic lights) using ABM and model the
Social groups of Vehicles Using CN. In this model, each agent is
defined as some parameters and some actions. Each action is depended on the parameters of the neighboring agents. Although this
multi-agent model can arrange the relations among agents, it is
still not fair enough to give comprehensive picture that describe
the status of social groups in the entire system where some social
behavior of vehicular groups need to be addressed. For example,
knowing which giant group is essential to spread information.
Moreover, some metrics of groups are also important such as density, diameter, and size of group. For that, CN is available to clearly describe the social groups of vehicles.

4.2. Grouping vehicles
The key characteristic of VSNs is how to gather vehicles in social
groups. We suggested two main algorithms for this purpose [6].
Algorithm1 is Formal Social Grouping Algorithm (FSGA) attempts to strength the social ties of vehicles that have a similar
social behavior. It permanently group vehicles in permanent
groups. All vehicles that have similar daily behavior can be
friends. For example vehicles that are daily traveling or parking at
the same social place can be gathered in permanent social group.
Another example is that vehicles of persons who work at the same
company can be gathered in a formal social group. So vehicles of
university staff absolutely will be gathered in formal social groups
as long as these vehicles see each other frequently. FSGA is illustrated in[6] .
On the other hand, designing the Casual Social Grouping Algorithm (CSGA) is to gather vehicles that are not necessary to know
each other. Just vehicles travel through a same direction and they
are in a specific geographic area (communication range), they will
be clustered in a casual group. Once a vehicle leaves a casual
group due to changing its direction or its speed, it will kill its link.
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For this reason, such these groups will be temporary and there are
no strong ties as formal groups. Algorithm2 CSGA is shown in [6].
This process of grouping is similar to the way by which people
create their social relations. They have permanent relations with
their colleagues and family. In the same time, they have temporary
relations when they meet other people at the bus stations for instant. Sharing information will be more trusted in formal groups
than in casual groups.

4.3. Trust management model for VANETS
After grouping process vehicles have been tied in social friendships. Hybrid trust model is designed for VSNs. Each entity (vehicle) has a parameter which is associated with to define trust degree
(Ƞi) of that vehicle (vi). In similarity, each piece of information
also has a parameter to define trust level (λ). Each vehicle (the
source) that detects an event will try to share this information with
their neighbors using the contagion model [25]. Each message is
included id of the source and its position as a header. Basing on Ƞ
of the source, vehicles that know the source will vote for the information. This positive voting will increase λ of the received
information. When λ exceeds a specific threshold (t) this information will be adopted by all vehicles in a certain casual group.
For more details, there is a need to define the assumptions of the
suggested trust model. Let assuming 𝑁 is a number of agents (vehicles) in the model. First of all, all vehicles will be grouped in
social communities (formal groups) as previously discussed. Let
assume 𝐹 is the number of formal groups depending on social
behavior of vehicles and 𝐶 is the number of casual groups. Remember 𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶 are both variable. Each formal group size
𝑍(𝐺𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ) is ranging from1 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜 𝑁. Each vehicle 𝑣𝑖 𝑁 will be
assigned to a suitable formal group. The 𝑣𝑖 also will be clustered
in a casual group according to its position and direction. It is not
necessary that 𝐹 = 𝐶 it also may be 𝑣𝑖  formal group and casual
group at the same time. Indeed, these two grouping algorithms are
already separated from each other. Now let assume the detector
vehicle (the source) is s. Then this vehicle will be admin (cluster
head) of its casual group. It then will share the information with its
neighbors using contagion model. The first vehicle receives the
information in each casual group will be the admin for that casual
group. The admin will ask all its neighbors (members of its casual
group) whether they know the source. If a vehicle knows the
source (they are in the same formal group and trust degree
(Ƞsource>= threshold), it will vote for the information and increase λ for that information. If λ exceeds the threshold t then
this information will be adopted by other vehicles. Eq1 is to calculate t,
𝑡 = 0.20 ∗ 𝑆𝑍(𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (𝑠))

(1)

SZ is the size of group of s and s is the source vehicle that detects
the event.
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(A) N=50

Below the steps of the hybrid trusted management for VSN are
illustrated.

(B) N=100

5. Results and analysis
(C) N=200

5.1. Social groups of vehicles
To test the proposed trusted model, defining some assumptions is
required. Table 3 shows some parameters that are set using
NetLogo ver. 5.3.1 [26].
Table 3: Parameters Assumptions of Simulation
Number of vehicles (N)
50,100, and 200
Scenario
Urban
Wireless standard technology
IEEE 802.11p
Number of streets
6
Communication range (R)
15,30, and 100
Speed
0-60 km/h
Number of runs
10
Number of formal groups
7
Number of casual groups
Variable

Fig. 3: (A-C) Effect of Density on the Number of Links.

To share information the contagion model is used. Eq2 shows the
primary parameters to diffuse information using the contagion
model. It is borrowed from [25].
𝑑𝑥(𝑡)

All vehicles that are in the same communication range and they
travel through the same direction will be grouped in in a casual
groups. So the number of casual groups mainly depends on two
factors. These are communication range R and Direction. Figure2
illustrates the effect of N and R on the grouping process. This
figure is obtained from GraphStream [27] which is a java library
to analysis graphs.

𝑑𝑡

a)

= β𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝛽𝑐𝑎𝑠 𝑥(𝑡)(1 − 𝑥(𝑡)

Where x(t) is a fraction of vehicles that adopt the given information at time t. βfor is the rate of vehicles that have received the information from their friends in formal groups.
The parameter βcas is the rate of vehicles that have obtained
the information from their friends in the casual groups. The
number of messages which are shared is shown in figure 4.
(A) N= 50

(B) N=100
Fig. 2: (A, B) Graphs and Metrics to Analyse the Network when R=100m
and N=50, and N=50,100, and 200.

On the other side, the number of links is shown in figure 3 which
are created among vehicle in the entire network

(2)
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(C) N=200

Fig. 4: (A-C) Number of Messages Diffused Using the Contagion Model
with Different Density.

5.2. Testing trusted management model
Ten messages are shared to test the trusted management model on
the network. In this diffusion process, different vehicles are used
as sources. Some of them have already gathered in formal social
groups to be considered as trusting vehicles. On the other side,
others are selected to be malicious vehicles which do not belong to
any social group. The number of adopted messages and the number of votes that exceed the t are shown in figure 5, whereas figure
6 illustrates the number of rejected messages that do not exceed
the t.

Fig. 5: The Number of Votes to Adopt Messages form Trust Vehicles.

Fig. 6: The Number of Votes to Reject Messages form Malicious Vehicles.

As it is shown in figure 5 the number of votes is higher for trusting sources. It is approximately the half size of social groups. That
means the most social friends in each social group will vote for
trusting vehicles. As is shown in figure 5 there are nine messages
are adopted whereas only one message (message 9) is rejected. On
the other hand, malicious sources will not obtain votes. Grouping
vehicles in social communities will help in increasing the trust of
the sources of information. It is clear, all messages are rejected
and only one message (message1) is adopted.
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6. Conclusion
As trusted management for VANETs is an important research
direction, real attention is required to pay to this challenge. High
mobility and large network are features; VNs have, make this task
difficult. This paper strongly believes that using the concepts of
SNs may have a significant effect on contributing to solve this
issue. VSN is a new multidisciplinary research direction that can
link both SNs and VNs to regard vehicles as social objects. This
VSN can increase the trust among vehicles that are gathered in
social communities. Basing on this assumption, the shared messages can be filtered to detect undesired messages and to adopt the
desired messages.
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